
Data Practice and Plans in the Two-
Dimensional Crystal Consortium

Capture and curation of sample history as metadata through Lifetime Sample Tracking.
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2b data is thus a distinct feature of the CHet-formed 2D-
PMets, one that is likely associated with the strong layer-by-
layer gradient in bonding character and results in efficient
second-order nonlinear optical transduction.
The intrinsically large χ(2) of the polar metals is enhanced by

interfacial electronic states that resonate at the fundamental
frequency. The localization of these states to the metal/SiC
interface is demonstrated by decomposition analysis of χ(2)yyy
for hypothetical thicker layers of metals on SiC, where
interface, surface, or bulk contributions can be unambiguously
distinguished spatially. Using 2D-In as a prototypical 2D-PMet,
we first decompose χ(2)yyy for a 15-layer indium/SiC in
reciprocal space (Figure 3a) for ω = 1.5 ± 0.2 eV, where
dominant contributions appear close to K. These near-K
transitions are more clearly identified when further decom-
posed by bands in Figure 3b, connecting states from −1 to 2
eV by 2ω; other strong transitions from lower-energy bulk
bands at exactly K do not add constructively to a significant

summed contribution, as indicated by their incoherent signs
(color-coded in red and blue; see Supporting Information for
additional details). A final comparison of Figure 3b with the
atomic-orbital-projected band structure in Figure 3c reveals
that the initial state of the dominating near-K transition is
indeed localized at interfacial In and Si atoms. Owing to their
atomic-level geometric and electronic structure, the χ(2) of 2D-
PMets are, to our knowledge, the largest reported for metallic
transducers and may provide a platform for achieving near-
infrared second-order responses that can compete favorably
with the impressive mid-infrared values obtained for multiple-
quantum-well structures.2,9

NLO transduction by these metals may be further enhanced
by resonant electronic excitation such as visible-to-near-
infrared interband excitations (Figure S4).21 Additionally,
2D-PMets are theoretically predicted to support plasmon
resonances at specific frequencies throughout the visible and
near-infrared frequency ranges (Figure S5). Hence, the SHG

Figure 3. (a) Reciprocal space decomposition of χ(2) for a hypothetical 15L-In/SiC within ω = 1.5 ± 0.2 eV. Dominant contributions appear close
to K. (b) Further decomposition by bands, showing only the dominant transitions at 2ω, with signs indicated by red or blue. (c) Same band
structure but with red and blue colors indicating projection onto atomic orbitals of In atoms at the metal/SiC interface and at the surface.

Figure 4. Structural origin of the stripes observed in polarization-resolved SHG. (a) Correlative brightfield (top) and SHG (bottom) imaging
demonstrating that step edges separate different regions. (b) Schematic depicting the In (red) orientations M and M*, where the first layer of In is
epitaxial to the silicon (blue) and the second layer is registered over the uppermost carbon (brown) atoms. (c) STEM image of 2D-In cross-section,
demonstrating the change from M to M* orientation at a SiC step edge. (d) Larger view of two areas selected from panel c focusing on the M and
M* orientations. Circles indicating the approximate location of Si atoms and dashed lines are added as a guide to the eye.
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A developing program of discoverability, access, and interoperability/reuse



2DCC Vision 
Advance discovery-driven research into the growth, properties and applications of 2D layered chalcogenide crystals 

and related 2D materials for next-generation technologies by innovating state-of-the-art synthesis, characterization and 
data/computational tools to foster a diverse scientific ecosystem of in-house experts and external users to drive 

international leadership by the US 2D materials research community.
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We share a single sky… TbF3

…there is only one “TbF3” 
crystal in Materials Project…

Numerous sample-unique properties resulting from complex synthesis 
kinetics mean that every sample of a 2D material is its own “sky”.

Astronomers (and 
biologists) pioneered 
community data platforms.

Character of a 2D Materials Data Ecosystem

while crystal structure databases key on “archetypal” 
and near-universal properties of materials.



It depends very much on the type of data! 
For example, two diametric poles: 

Some use cases for experimental materials data

X-ray crystal structure data:  
• well-defined mathematically with a shared understanding

• relatively insensitive to sample imperfections, the effects of which are fairly well-understood

• reducing imperfections consistently makes “better” data

• thermodynamic equilibrium provides a unique and precisely defined ideal material state

Charge transport measurement of 2D heterostructures:  
• complex system-specific interpretation without a shared understanding

• very sensitive to imperfections in the sample in ways not necessarily well-understood

• sometime reducing imperfections improves data; sometimes certain imperfections are the data

• heterostructure formation is often far from equilibrium and every sample is unique, with 

properties that depend very sensitively on how it was made.
https://americaexplained.wordpress.com/2010/12/17/



Kinetics >> Thermodynamics: A comprehensive database of [kinetic intermediates × substrate 
interactions × defect geometries × (key impurities+1)] for a single material system could be 
comparable in size to an equilibrium crystal structure database across the entire periodic table.

Every sample is an embodied history

Material synthesis is a usually combination of intuition, experience, equipment and hard work. 
Contributions from computational design are challenged by the need to handle extreme spans of 
time/length-scale with limited opportunity for experimental validation of kinetic intermediates.
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Naive Theorist: "Every sample is identical”                Savvy Experimentalist: “Every sample is unique”

A data infrastructure for diverse forms of materials measurement would ideally build on a data 
infrastructure for materials growth. Sample growth history is metadata for sample measurement.



A materials data infrastructure that covers ground around this second pole should address the 
challenge of data acquisition, annotation, and curation for the entire history of the sample, ideally 
from the precursor atoms or molecules to a fully grown, processed and measured sample.


This history-defining metadata may well exceed the data in size and scope.

X-ray crystal structure data:  
• extremely well-defined mathematically and universally understood

• relatively insensitive to sample imperfections, the effects of which are fairly well-understood

• reducing imperfections consistently makes “better” data

• thermodynamic equilibrium as a unique and precisely defined material state

Charge transport measurement of a 2D heterostructure:  
• complex system-specific interpretation 

• very sensitive to imperfections in the sample in ways not necessarily well-understood

• sometime reducing imperfections improves data; sometimes imperfections are the data

• heterostructure formation is often far from equilibrium and every sample is unique.



Lifetime Sample Tracking 1.0 captures and curates sample history

Year 2: Initial conception of a comprehensive, facility-wide sample-tracking tool. 

Budget reconfiguration to enable recruitment of an IT staff member. 

Initial design of database schema, access modes, and user interface.

Year 1: 2DCC-MIP Platform focus on hardware ramp-up and tool development.

The need for and concept of a LiST tool begins to form. 

NSF introduces the 10 Big Ideas, including Harnessing Data. 

Implementation of “LiST 0.5” with drag-and-drop data import.

Iterative feedback and optimization of LiST workflows, working with technical staff across 2DCC.

Year 3:

Automated data import across all synthesis tools, compatible with diverse staff workflows.

Import of current and historical synthesis data for >5000 2DCC samples. 

Import of characterization data on these samples.

Years 4,5:

Tool development to date: 

MetaData Explorer provides a public view of LiST: Findable

Sample sets attached to User Data Projects makes LiST data accessible for data-oriented 2DCC users.

Year 6:

LiST
Konrad Hilse · Kevin Dressler



LiST 1.0

characterization 
data

full synthetic 
protocol

Project- and 
sample-focused 

LiST 1.0 is a platform for materials synthesis data capture and curation, compatible with staff 
workflows and extendable to new data from diverse sources. It is populated with all synthesis data 
since platform inception, with ongoing import of characterization data.



• In-house staff and visitors import all new growth runs, 
using automated data import tools.

• Users access data transitioning to direct access via LiST.

• User Data Requests for platform-wide data link together 

samples from many existing projects into a distinct User 
Data Project, accessed via LiST.

How LiST is used currently: 
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User Data Request S0073:

P. Balachandran & P. Reinke @ UVA


T. Choudhury & J. Redwing  @ 2DCC

• API-based access.

• Better alignment of data formats for 

characterization data with community 
standards 

• Integration with associated simulation 

methods and results.

• 3rd-party data?

• Findable: MetaData Explorer

Next Steps:

17 WS2 growth runs on a single tool



•Publicly accessible interface to filter LiST sample listings by material, characterization 
technique, synthesis tool, etc.


•Can guide User Data Requests by revealing the amount and character of data that is 
available for analysis.


•The elemental filters will also act as filters for the availability of reactive force fields 
covering different sets of compositions.


•Findability of LiST Data.


•Accessibility through User Data Projects with associated sample sets, logging in via 
Shibboleth. (Future: API access)


• Interoperability and Reusability are facilitated by the metadata that LiST surfaces 
through its user interface. (Planned: standardize machine-readable metadata formats 
for synthesis, characterization, simulation).

MetaData Explorer



MetaData Explorer



Findable 
The first step in (re)using data is to find them. Metadata and data should be easy to find for both humans and computers. Machine-readable 
metadata are essential for automatic discovery of datasets and services, so this is an essential component of the FAIRification process.


F1. (Meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent identifier (locally unique with a scheme to globalize)

F2. Data are described with rich metadata, defined by R1 below 

F3. Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data they describe (via UI)

F4. (Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource (indexed internally, not externally)


Accessible 
Once the user finds the required data, she/he/they need to know how can they be accessed, possibly including authentication and authorization.


A1. (Meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a standardised communications protocol (via UI, not API yet)

A1.1 The protocol is open, free, and universally implementable (via Shibboleth, requires user data project)

A1.2 The protocol allows for an authentication and authorisation procedure, where necessary (via Shibboleth)

A2. Metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer available (via MetaData Explorer)


Interoperable 
The data usually need to be integrated with other data. In addition, the data need to interoperate with applications or workflows for analysis, 
storage, and processing.


I1. (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation (List 2.0)

I2. (Meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles (sporadic, a target for List 2.0)

I3. (Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data (not all qualified, a target for List 2.0)


Reusable 
The ultimate goal of FAIR is to optimise the reuse of data. To achieve this, metadata and data should be well-described so that they can be 
replicated and/or combined in different settings.


R1. (Meta)data are richly described with a plurality of accurate and relevant attributes (this is the purpose of LiST and DMR-IDB)

R1.1. (Meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data usage license (requires sustained stakeholder engagement)

R1.2. (Meta)data are associated with detailed provenance (could be more detailed)

R1.3. (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards (needs work)

How are we doing on FAIR?  (mostly in re LiST)

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/Orange: work-in-progress Green: implemented Parentheses: (caveat or context)



1.0: Documentation


2.0: Discovery

LiST 2.0: From Data Store to Knowledge Graph

LiST 1.0 is a traditional database whose consistent schema are straightforward to query, 
synthesize, and maintain, but it can only map explicit relationships between data. 


List 2.0's knowledge graph will contain both a data store and an ontology describing the 
relationships between entities and will be able to infer relationships not explicitly provided. 

⬇



Integrating diverse data into the Knowledge Graph

Experiments by different researchers using different conditions or facilities will be leveraged to build common 
models of underlying mechanisms, augmented by kinetics-focused computations, characterization data, and 
natural language sources such as researcher comments and published literature, with quantified uncertainties.

LiST 2.0 aims to enable the research community to pursue new modes of materials discovery.

computation

synthesis and 


characterization

research literature 

and user/staff comments



A platform to reveal hidden relationships in the data

The LiST 2.0 ontology will describe relationships between samples, tools, people, characterization data, 
simulations, etc. in context-aware, graph-structured data with machine-learning pipelines that can infer new 
facts and uncover otherwise hidden relationships: 

• Recommend optimizations of growth conditions (what helps?)

• Accelerate diagnosis of faulty protocols or equipment (what changed?)

• Suggest new experiments (most informative, most promising) or new collaborations

• Facilitate similar growth outcomes in different growth tools across different sites

• Enable useful data aggregation across different growth tools in different groups (↔multiscale modeling)

User project 
S0073



Data Infrastructure for 
Materials Instrumentation

Initial demo complete. Currently supported by a 12-month supplemental funding request.

•A national database of DMR-supported instruments.

(Placeholder name “DMR-IDB”).


•Semantic web modules for local content management systems 

will embed machine-readable metadata on instruments into 

facility and investigator webpages. 


• This will integrate into existing workflows: updating an 

instrument’s institutional webpage will automatically update the central server.


•A central server will “spider” these pages, similar to how a search engine gathers 
information, to populate a central database where it is searchable by location, 
capability, access, per-publication, etc.


•A unique ID for each instrument allows e.g. publication acknowledgements that can be 
tracked and analyzed by PIs, NSF, and 3rd-party researchers. 



NSF 
Awards DMR-IDB

1. Import award

Awards

2. If this is a new DMR-IDB 
installation, assist the PI 
institution in installing the DMR 
Equipment Content Type and 
register the base URL of the 
installation in DMR-IDB.

Institution CMS

4. Regularly spider this 
DMR-IDB installation to 
automatically populate (and 
update) the DMR-IDB.

CDMR Equipment 
Content Type

Instrument  
pages

3. End users can add/update 
Instrument pages in this DMR-IDB 
installation, using their existing 
content management system.

Machine-readable 
Resource 

Description 
Framework (RDF)

Public  
web site

Instrument  
pages

Instruments

Integrate as Seamlessly as Possible into existing Facility Workflows

(For instruments not integrated into institutional facilities, the central server hosts the instrument data directly, 
providing the instrument PI with a web app for updates and serving the page content into their institution’s web 
setting).



Data Infrastructure for 
Materials Instrumentation
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Data Infrastructure for Materials Growth


